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 Power swing is a power system transient phenomenon that arises due to 
several reasons including line switching, line outage, sudden increment or 
decrement in load, faults, etc. Unnecessary tripping during power swing and 

unnecessary blocking for faults occur during power swing result in distance 
relay maloperation. Several cascaded outages and major worldwide blackouts 
have occurred due to maloperation of distance relays. This paper proposes a 
technique for supervising distance relays during power swing. The proposed 
online technique discriminates real faults and power swing accurately. It 
relies on constructing a locus diagram for the current and voltage differences 
(∆I-∆V) between the two ends of the protected line. The locus is estimated at 
every power frequency cycle to continuously monitor the state of the line by 

utilizing the synchrophasor measurements at the sending and receiving ends 
of the line. The proposed technique is tested for two-area, four-machine 
power system under faults at different locations of zone-1 and zone-2 regions 
of distance relays, fault resistances, fault inception angles and slip 
frequencies using MATLAB software. The simulation results proved the 
superior improvement of distance relay performance for handling power 
swing blocking and unblocking actions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Stability plays a vital role in ensuring the system reliability. In steady-state, the balanced power flow 

is maintained between the generation and load; nevertheless, the transient stability refers to the ability of 

synchronous generators to sustain their synchronism with power system following severe faults, unpredicted 

events or significant disruptions such as generator disconnection, line switching, or application of large loads. 

The equilibrium between generation and load can be disrupted by any of these events and thus the oscillation 

of electrical power occurs which known by power swing [1, 2]. The fluctuations die down if the swing is 

stable, and the protective relays such as distance and overcurrent relays should be blocked [3, 4]. On the 

other hand, the disturbance can result in a condition in which the transient oscillations do not damp out and 

the system becomes unstable, commonly referred to as an out-of-step condition [5, 6].  
The literature differentiates between faults and power swing based on the rate of change of some 

measured electrical parameters. The conventional techniques reported in [7] apply concentric circles and 

blinders to calculate the “rate of change of impedance” at relay location. However, these methods fail to 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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differentiate the fault and fast swing conditions using local information. Power swing blocking (PSB) 

function based on swing center voltage (SCV) is also presented in [8], since SCV changes continuously 

during power swing and remains constant when a fault occurs. This criterion is used to differentiate faults 

and power swing, however, the main disadvantage, as presented in several literatures such as in [9], there is 

some delay in the detection due to fault inception when a three phase fault is initiated. Regarding signal 

analysis techniques, fast fourier transform (FFT) has been used to detect faults during power swing but 

appropriate selection of threshold values to fault detection is required [10]. The wavelet-based signal 

processing technique is also suggested in [11] for power swing identification, however high-frequency 
sampling is needed for implementation. The discrimination between high fault resistance and power swing is 

also examined in [12] for a test system interconnected with distributed generation (DG). Applying 

intelligence based diagnosis is also investigated in literature, where artificial intelligence techniques such as 

support vector machine and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) are implemented in [13, 14]. 

Some significant problems for such approaches are discussed in [15], where the key deficiency is the 

enormous case studies needed for training. 

As the world moves towards a smart grid, stability and reliability of the grid become the most 

challenging issues. Modern power systems depend on reliable communication infrastructure that supports 

data flow in real-time between devices and the control center. This is being realized as the time synchronized 

synchrophasor technology of global positioning system (GPS) in phasor measurement units (PMUs) opens up 

a cutting edge advancement in decision support and visualization algorithms inside a smart cyber power 

network [16]. In fact, PMUs are applied in different protection applications such as fault detection and 
backup schemes in [17, 18]. However, on a large scale complex grid, the primary protection idea is applied 

using the unique feature of phase plane fault identification in [19, 20]. A PMU based power swing detector is 

presented in [21] to prevent distance relay mal-operation. A differential power coefficient and angular 

separation are presented in [22] for fault detection and blocking/deblocking of distance relay.  

The above literature shows that the available discrimination methods suffer from several problems 

that may limit their use and thus there is still a need for research studies to overcome such problems. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a novel online technique for dealing with power swing conditions using a 

unique index derived from the constructed (∆𝐼 − ∆𝑉) locus for the sending and receiving ends current 

difference and voltage difference. The ellipse circumference of the locus is applied in an efficient logic 

scheme for blocking/unblocking distance relays to ensure accurate events detecting with minimal time delay. 
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes the problem statement. Section 3 

presents the methodology and description of the proposed technique. In Section 4, the test system is 

introduced. Section 5 describes the simulation tests and achieved results. Finally, the paper is eventually 

concluded in Section 6. 

 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The north american electric reliability corporation (NERC) has reported alarming statistics in [23], 

where 75% of the major disruptions that result in cascaded outages and major blackouts include distance 

relay maloperation. Some countries have experienced major blackouts due to distance relay nuisance tripping 

during power swing as the apparent impedance may fall within operating zones or blocking for faults 

occurring during power swing [24]. 
In fact, power swing is a balanced phenomenon, thus it is easy to distinguish unsymmetrical faults 

from power swing due to the existence of negative and/or zero sequence components of the current and 

voltage during such faults. On the contrary, it is very difficult to differentiate symmetrical faults from power 

swing especially the symmetrical faults that occur during power swings as both of them have a balanced 

nature [25]. Therefore, an online technique is proposed to discriminate real faults and power swing 

accurately. It relies on creating a locus diagram at every power frequency cycle to continuously identify the 

state of the line by using the synchrophasor measurements at the sending and receiving ends of the line. The 

data was obtained from 4 G technology-based PMUs to provide high data speeds over long distance. Thus, 

the proposed technique is allowed in real-time to serve as a primary protection to differentiate correctly 

between faults and power swings. It is also capable of detecting symmetrical faults even with high fault 

resistances during power swing. 
 

 

3. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

The simple 60 Hz power system presented in Figure 1 shows how to synchronize data using GPS 

between two ends relays (R1 & R2 for Line-1 and R3& R4 for Line-2). PMUs are placed at bus M and bus N 

to gather local measurements. The extracted data of instantaneous voltages and current values from PMUs 
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are collected at the PDC. The proposed technique uses synchronized measurements of instantaneous phase 

voltages and current values at bus M and bus N recorded for one complete cycle and sampled at 0.1 ms to 

plot the (∆𝐼 − ∆𝑉) ellipse.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The arrangement of PDC, PMUs and protective relays 

 

 

3.1.  Methodology of the proposed technique and proposed index 

To locate faults within transmission lines, a technique is introduced in [26] lies on creating an 

ellipse between the sending, receiving ends voltage difference, and the sending end current. The area of the 

ellipse, the ellipse's center-to-focus distance and the angle between the ellipse's major axis and the horizontal 

axis are identified using PMUs to estimate the fault location. Following a similar approach, a novel online 

technique for dealing with power swing conditions is proposed here using a unique index derived from a 

constructed locus for the sending and receiving ends current difference and voltage difference. The (∆𝐼 −
∆𝑉) ellipse represents the relation between the transmission line's sending and receiving current difference 

(∆𝐼 = 𝐼𝑆 − 𝐼𝑅) on the x-axis and the sending and receiving voltage difference (∆𝑉 = 𝑉𝑆 − 𝑉𝑅) on the y-axis. 

The basic idea of (∆𝐼 − ∆𝑉) ellipse is graphically shown in Figure 2. Two mathematical features, the semi-

major axis length (a) and the semi-minor axis length (b), define the ellipse. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Graphical illustration of the (∆𝐼 − ∆𝑉) ellipse 

 
 

The proposed technique consists of two stages. In the first stage, it uses one index to discriminate 

between real faults and other conditions. This index is namely ellipse circumference (𝐶𝑖𝑟) which is 

continuously compared to reference settings (𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡). If no fault case is confirmed, the algorithm goes to the 

second stage where the power angle extracted from PMUs at PDC is used by the distance relay for power 

swing detection. 
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The mathematical equation correlating the current and voltage differences (∆𝐼 − ∆𝑉) between the 

two ends of the protected line is derived from:  

 

𝑉𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑆𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿)  &  𝑉𝑅 (𝑡) = 𝑉𝑅𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) (1) 

 

𝐼𝑆(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑆𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 ± 𝜑) & 𝐼𝑅(𝑡) = 𝐴 𝐼𝑆(𝑡) − 𝐶𝑉𝑆(𝑡) (2) 
 

 Where 𝑉𝑆𝑚 , 𝑉𝑅𝑚 are the magnitude of the sending and receiving voltage, 𝐼𝑆𝑚 is the magnitude of 

the sending current, 𝛿 is the power angle between the sending and receiving voltage , 𝜑 is the phase shift 

between the sending voltage and current while the parameters 𝐴, 𝐶 belong to ABCD parameters of the 

transmission line.  

As discussed in [26], the polar relationship between ∆𝑉 (𝑉𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑉𝑅(𝑡)) and ∆𝐼 (𝐼𝑆(𝑡) − 𝐼𝑅(𝑡)) 

represents an ellipse [27]. For semi-major axis length (a) and semi-minor axis length (b), as shown in the 

following equation, the mathematical formula, used to determine the index (𝐶𝑖𝑟) in (p.u) at any sampling 
instant to be used in the first stage of the proposed scheme, is expressed as follows: 

 

Circumference (𝐶𝑖𝑟) ≈ 𝜋 [3(a + b) − √(10 ab + 3(a2 + b2)) ] (3) 

 

3.2.  Steps for implementing the proposed technique 

By using the proposed technique, the distance relay can easily differentiate between actual faults 

and power swings. Actually, the proposed technique is implemented through two main stages as shown 
below. The output results for the two stages are incorporated within the ordinary distance relay as displayed 

in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the proposed technique 

 

 

1st stage:  
1)- The instantaneous values for current and voltage differences between sending and receiving ends for 

each protected line are measured using PMUs.  

2)- The synchrophasor measurement data gathered from each area at the PDC is used to construct (∆𝐼 −
∆𝑉) locus. 

3)- For every cycle, the geometric features including semi-major axis length (a) and semi-minor axis 

length (b) are extracted from the ellipse. From these features, the proposed index of ellipse 

circumference (𝐶𝑖𝑟) is calculated as per (3). 

4)- For a real fault condition, the extracted index (𝐶𝑖𝑟) will jump to a higher value larger than the 

threshold setting (𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡). Otherwise, no fault is confirmed, and the technique goes to the second 

stage to check the power swing probability. 
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2nd stage:  

5)- In this second stage, the technique uses the power angle (δ) to check the power swing phenomenon 

between the two ends of the protected line. For δ > δsett, a power swing is confirmed, where δsett is 

the threshold value for δ to identify power swing in the system. Otherwise, it is considered a normal 

disturbance.  

 

 

4. THE TESTED NETWORK 
A 230 kV, 60 Hz, a two-area four-machine power system, as shown in Figure 4, is simulated to 

verify the performance of the proposed technique under different conditions. The system presents ten buses 

and two areas connected by a weak tie between bus 7 and bus 8. Each area consists of two coupled units; 

each unit has the rating of 900 MVA and 20 kV. Two loads are connected to the system at buses 7 & 8 and 

also two shunt capacitors are connected to bus 7 and bus 8. The detailed parameters of the tested network can 

be found in [28]. The simulation tests are done through power systems computer-aided design 

MATLAB/SIMULINK software.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Two-area four-machine power system 

 

 

4.1.  Placement of PMUs 

For the implementation of the proposed technique, optimal PMUs placement must be taken into 
consideration in order to achieve observability of faults [29, 30]. The procedure for PMUs placement in the 

tested network is achieved as identical to the placement of PMUs implemented in [31] for 9-bus and 39-bus 

networks. The estimated number of PMUs for the tested network is six PMUs, which are mounted in buses 1, 

2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 to monitor the voltages and currents at each bus. During each cycle, the synchrophasor data 

is assumed available at the PDC through the communication network. 

 

4.2.  Distance relay setting 

The proposed technique is tested for distance relays R1 and R2 of mho type (which is a voltage 

controlled directional relay known also as the admittance relay). As shown in Figure 4, R1 and R2 are located 

at bus 7 at the sending ends to protect Line-1 and Line-2 respectively, the Zone-1 of relays R1 and R2 are set 

at 80% of the protected line without any delay time, and Zone-2 covers up to 120% of the protected line with 
0.25 s delay time. The reach of Zone-3 is set at 200 % of the protected line such that it can provide backup 

protection to full length of the protected line with 0.8 s delay time.  

The 𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡 should be selected greater than the maximum Cir observed during the fast power swing 

in addition to further margin to ensure correct detection of faults. Fast power swings with variable 

frequencies (4-7 Hz) are simulated by creating three-phase faults on Line-2 and isolating them after 

considerable time. The index 𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡  is computed for Line-2 using the synchrophasor data of buses 7 and 8 

with an additional margin of 40%. For the tested system, the maximum 𝐶𝑖𝑟 observed during such swing is 

35.7 p.u and accordingly the setting is considered as 50 p.u to appropriately distinguish between faults and 
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power swing. The angle 𝛿𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡 is considered as 30°, which is significantly higher than the maximum angular 

separation between sending and receiving end buses during steady-state conditions. 

 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The general practice for applying PSB function in a distance protection scheme is to block all zones 

during power swings and allow only tripping for fault conditions. To evaluate the performance of the 
proposed technique, real faults, power swings and faults during power swings either slow or fast will be 

investigated in the following subsections. 

 

5.1.  Distinguishing real faults and power swing conditions 

Three-phase symmetrical real fault is simulated at Line-2 and the resulted power swing on Line-1 is 

observed. The F1 fault is simulated at 25 % of Line-2 length from the sending end as shown in Figure 4 at 0.5 s 

for investigating the trip function at relay R2 (for real faults). Simultaneously, the PSB function at relay R1 is 

examined after clearing the fault at Line-2. After 6 cycles, the fault is cleared to allow for power swing on the 

parallel line. The impedance trajectory for the two studied distance relays R1 and R2 is drawn in Figure 5.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Trajectory impedance for R1 and R2 

 

 

As revealed in Figure 5, the apparent impedance trajectory of relay R2 (Z-R2) hits Zone-1 boundary 
and hence Line-2 should be tripped correctly. After clearing that fault, the impedance trajectory for relay R2 

will be located outside the three boundaries, while the impedance trajectory of relay R1 (Z-R1) enters Zone-3 

and then gets outs as shown in Figure 5. The distance relay R1 should be able to block tripping during such 

condition. 

The ellipse related to Line-2 during fault (DF) is plotted and compared with the ellipse in normal 

operation (NO) as shown in Figure 6(a). It ensures that with a 3-phase fault, the circumference of the locus is 

increased. Figure 6(b) displays the change in ellipse circumference (𝐶𝑖𝑟) for Line-2 as calculated using (3), 

where the index has already crossed the setting value after fault initiation ensuring a fault occurrence on 

Line-2. As displayed in Figure 6(c), the trip function for the relay R2 is invoked in less than a quarter cycle 

after the fault inception and before enters Zone-3 as shown in Figure 5. However, the clearing is intentionally 

postponed to test the power swing case for R1 as will be shown in the next subsection. The proposed 
technique has confirmed the results for real faults as in conventional distance relays. 

As power swing is likely to occur on Line-1 and it may trip unnecessarily unless it is blocked. The 

objective of the proposed technique is to appropriately block the trip signal for Line-1 during the power 

swing. The ellipse related to Line-1 after clearing fault (ACF) is plotted and compared with the ellipse in 

normal operation (NO) of Line-1 as shown in Figure 7(a). It shows that there is a slight increase in the 

circumference compared to normal circumference indicating no real fault. The proposed index of ellipse 

circumference (𝐶𝑖𝑟) for relay R1 is illustrated in Figure 7(b). As shown, there is no significant change in the 

index and it did not exceed the setting. Thus, the output of stage-1 of the proposed technique has confirmed 

that there is no fault on Line-1 as presented in Figure 7(c).  

The algorithm proceeds for stage-2 to check for power swing occurrence. As shown in Figure 7(d), a 
power swing phenomenon is observed (slip frequency = 0.5 Hz approx.). In the second stage, the power 

angle (δ) between the two ends is compared against the setting value and found to be greater than δsett as 

revealed in Figure 7(e).  
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a) Constructed ellipse for Line-2 

 

 

  
 

b) Circumference value (𝐶𝑖𝑟) at R2 

 

c) The algorithm output (Trip signal for R2) 

 

Figure 6. Performance of R2 for a real fault on Line-2 

 

 

 

  
 

7(a). Constructed ellipse for Line-1 
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7(b). Circumference value (𝐶𝑖𝑟) at R1 

 
 

 

7(c). The algorithm output (Trip signal for R1) 

 

 

  

7(d). Voltage and current measured at R1 for phase A 7(e). Power angle between sending & receiving end 

 

Figure 7. Performance of R1 for a stable power swing on Line-1 

 

 

5.2.  Detecting faults during power swing 

Due to the symmetric nature of phase voltages and currents during the swing, symmetrical faults are 

difficult to be discriminated from power swings. To ensure that the distance relay will correctly apply power 
swing unblocking function and clear any faults during power swing, different symmetrical faults are created 

during PSB activation. Such faults are simulated at the locations of Zone-1 and Zone-2 regions of distance 

relay R1, different fault resistances, fault inception times and slip frequencies either slow and fast power 

swing conditions. Sample of the achieved results will be demonstrated in the following subsections.  

 

5.2.1.  Detecting faults during slow power swing 

To test the effectiveness of the proposed technique, a solid three-phase fault is applied at 50% of 

Line-1 from bus 7 (Zone-1 region of the relay R1) at 4.5 s during a slow power swing starts after clearing a 

fault on Line-2 at 1.2 s as shown in Figure 8(a1). Figure 8(b1) indicates that the ellipse circumference index 

was below the setting during the power swing and then jumps to a higher value at the inception of the three-

phase fault occurrence. Accordingly, the proposed technique will unblock the power swing function 
successfully to ensure that R1 will trip correctly in 4 ms.  

To ensure that the proposed technique is not affected by the high fault resistance, the previous 

simulated fault is repeated with a high fault resistance equals 50 ohms. Figure 8(a2) confirms that the 

detection of such faults is difficult for common conventional algorithms since there is a very small variation 

in the measured voltage and current signals after the fault occurs (at 4.5 s). However, the proposed technique 

can detect such fault since the ellipse circumference index jumps to a higher value exceeding the 

predetermined setting after the inception of a fault as displayed in Figure 8(b2). The trip signal for relay R1 is 

delayed for about 3 cycles in case of high fault resistance, however, this is still better than the conventional 

algorithms which cannot detect such faults during power swing. 
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8(a1). During a solid fault 
 

8(a2). During a fault with 50 ohms resistance 

 

8(a). Voltage and current measured at R1 for phase A 

 

  
 

8(b1). During a solid fault 
 

8(b2). During a fault with 50 ohms resistance 

 

b) Circumference value (𝐶𝑖𝑟) at R1 

 

  
 

8(c1). During a solid fault 
 

8(c2). During a fault with 50 ohms resistance 
 

8(c). The algorithm output (Trip signal for R1) 

 

Figure 8. Performance of R1 for faults in Zone-1 during slow power swing 

 

 

5.2.2.  Detecting faults during fast power swing 

A three-phase fault is applied at 90% of Line-1 from bus 7 (Zone-2 region of the relay R1) at 4.5 s 

(at 0˚ inception angle) during fast power swing as presented in Figure 9(a1). As expected by the proposed 

technique, the ellipse circumference index was below the setting during the power swing and jumps to a 

higher value at the inception of the three-phase fault occurrence and again the proposed technique has 

succeeded in detecting such fault case as shown in Figure 9(b1). The proposed technique will unblock the 
power swing function successfully. Consequently, the distance relay R1 will trip for the fault on Line-1 

within 1 ms during such fast power swing.  

To further verify the performance of the proposed technique, its performance is also tested during 

different inception angles. So, the previous fault case is simulated to start at 90˚ inception angle, as illustrated 

by the variation in voltage and current measured at relay R1 shown in Figure 9(a2). According to Figure 
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9(b2), the correct performance of the proposed scheme is verified as the ellipse circumference index has 

jumped to a higher value at fault inception exceeding the setting value. Thus, it can be deduced that by 

implementing the proposed technique for relay R1, its power swing function is successfully unblocked to 

ensure that R1 correctly trips just after about 6 ms from the instant of fault inception. 

 

 

  
 

9(a1). During a fault at 0˚ inception angle 
9(a2). During a fault at 90˚ inception angle 

 

9(a). Voltage and current measured at R1 for phase A 

 
 

  
9(b1). During a fault at 0˚ inception angle 9(b2). During a fault at 90˚ inception angle 

 

9(b). Circumference value (𝐶𝑖𝑟) at R1 

 

  
9(c1). During a fault at 0˚ inception angle 9(c2). During a fault at 90˚ inception angle 

 
9(c). The algorithm output (Trip Signal for R1) 

 

Figure 9. Performance of R1 for faults in Zone-2 during fast power swing 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a new online technique for supervising the distance relays during power swing 

in transmission lines based on a (∆𝐼 − ∆𝑉) locus diagram, which is considered as a fingerprint of the line. 

This locus is an ellipse constructed from the sending and receiving current difference on the x-axis and the 

sending and receiving voltage difference on the y-axis at the PDC using the data gathered from PMUs based 

on 4G technology to guarantee high data rates for long distances. For fault discrimination in the first stage, 

the proposed technique gets benefit from the changes in the circumference of the ellipse, which is strongly 

correlated to the fault characteristics. In the second stage of the proposed technique, the power angle between 

the two ends of the protected line is used to check the power swing phenomenon. The performance of the 
proposed technique is assessed via extensive simulation studies for various swing cases and fault cases by 

varying the fault location zones, fault resistances, fault inception angles and slip frequencies compared with 

the normal case to distinguish the geometrical changes of the locus in a unique way. The overall results 

guarantee the superior efficiency of the proposed technique. Firstly, the proposed technique can correctly 

distinguish between faults and power swings in real-time. Secondly, accurate and fast detection of 

symmetrical faults during power swing (within a quarter cycle) is achieved. The results also demonstrate the 

merits of proposed technique over the existing methods for detecting high fault resistances up to 50 ohms 

during power swings and ensure a stable performance in blocking and unblocking functioning in the two-area 

four-machine power system. It should be noted that when high resistance faults greater than 50 ohms are 

expected in such systems, the operators should reduce the threshold safety margin less than 40% to enhance 

the detection sensitivity for such weak faults. In case that the transmission systems are compensated using 

one of the flexible alternating current transmission systems (FACTS) techniques, significant negative impacts 
occur that cause the distance relay to mal-operate due to either over-reaching or under-reaching. So, 

enhancing the proposed technique to be applied in such compensated networks may be considered in future 

work. Finally, the main features of the proposed technique compared with some conventional methods that 

can be summarized as follows: (a) Low computational burden and simplicity in implementation, (b) 

Unnecessary complicated settings, (c) Fast detection of three-phase faults simultaneously with low and fast 

power swings. (d) Detection of high resistance faults simultaneously with power swings. 
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